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 Whether he deals with household budgets
 or abstract theories, the economist's end
 purpose is to achieve something practical

 Challenge Interviews

 John D. Black
 President, American Economic Assn.

 What Does an Economist Do?
 ABOUT ONE HUNDRED years ago Thomas Carlyle described
 economics as "the dismal science." Since you are a professor

 of economics at Harvard and president of the American Economic
 Association, I suppose you have a more hopeful view of the subject.
 A I certainly do. And I expect that before this interview is over,
 we shall be able to find grounds for the hope.
 Q Some people today have the feeling that economists treat their
 subject as though it were some form of intellectual entertainment
 especially concocted for their own enjoyment.
 A Well, that is one type of an economist. Fortunately, we are not
 all like this. Nothing could be more practical and down to earth
 than the true purposes of economics. We all know what the word
 economize means- - to use available resources in such a way as to
 get a larger output of the things that contribute to a better living.
 Now, if that isn't down to earth and practical, I'd like to know what
 is. Of course, scholars in all fields tend to become absorbed in
 abstractions, but even these have practical value.
 Q Could you give us an example of an abstraction that an econo-
 mist might formulate for a very practical purpose?
 A I read a statement the other day by an economist to the effect
 that nobody knows the answer to whether we shall have another
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 depression. Why don't we know the answer to that question? Well,
 it is partly because we just don't have all the information we need
 relative to what really happened in the past and what is happening
 right now. We won't be able to understand depressions until some
 scholars in the field of economics have completely analyzed past
 experience and tested their conclusions in current experience. In
 this way they can discover what the relationships are among the
 various economic forces that bring on business recessions. When
 economists get together and go to work on such problems, a whole
 series of hypotheses must be stated and tested out. The statement
 and defining of such hypotheses we call "qualitative" economics.
 Out of such stating and testing of abstractions will come the final
 understanding and answer to the question of what to do to prevent
 depressions.

 "We have to study the different types of economic units and
 economic behaviors in order to understand economic processes.'*

 Q This is not unique to the science of economics.
 A Of course not. When Professor Einstein formulated his theory
 of relativity, E=mcz, he was stating an hypothesis. The research
 conducted since then has resulted in a better understanding of our
 physical world, and one practical result of this work is atomic
 energy. Now, we have problems of that kind in economics. The
 basic facts in life that are pertinent to economic decisions are to
 be found in consumer behavior, the behavior of business firms and,
 in a larger sphere, in the behavior of national economies. We have
 to study these different types of economic units and behaviors in
 order to understand economic processes and how economic forces
 operate.

 Q Is there such a thing as too much hypothesizing?
 A It is true that some scholars in this field, as in other fields, get
 so wrapped up in such activity that they devote all of their time
 to it. They become specialists in economic theorizing. But most of
 this proves useful to those who have to set up the hypotheses that
 are going to be tested.

 (continued on page 32)
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 (continued from page 31)

 Q Is it possible to skip the history of economic thinking and
 plunge immediately into present-day problems?
 A There is a theory in the field of biology that the human being
 in his physical development lives over the evolutionary history of
 the human race. He starts as a cell, then goes through, in his
 embryonic development, the various steps through which the animal
 world has passed until he finally becomes a human being. I have
 observed that when a man of first-rate mental powers and philo-
 sophical intent is isolated from the history of economic thought
 and starts thinking out economic problems for himself, he lives
 over again the intellectual history of the human race in the field
 of economics. However, often he will develop only up to a point,
 and never quite come up to date, maybe no further than Adam
 Smith. Today, the young man who studies economics has all this
 background in the history of human thinking to start with. It is
 hoped that he will take it from there.

 Q I suppose most people are chiefly concerned with the practical
 economics of their everyday affairs. How well prepared do you
 suppose the average American is, when he gets out of school, to
 understand the economic world in which he lives?

 A I think we'll just have to say that our educational system has
 not given the average person much of an insight into the economic
 facts of life.

 Q Could you give us an example of this failure?
 A Let us take a very simple case in agriculture. We teach the
 farmer to use fertilizer. But at the same time, he ought to be taught
 that somewhere along the line he will reach a point where he can
 use more fertilizer and get less of an increase in his crop. Some-
 where along the line there is just the right amount which will give
 the largest net return. Now this sort of thing can be taught, and
 there is an economic principle involved. It is nothing more than
 an application of the law of diminishing returns.
 Q You feel, then, that economic principles can be taught in terms
 of specific problems and situations?

 A If they are not taught in that manner, the principles alone
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 would represent something abstract and therefore not meaningful.

 Q How would such an understanding of economics contribute to
 a betterment of the general economic scene?

 A I will again take a case out of my own special field of agricul-
 ture. Now, here is this matter of price supports for wheat or cotton,
 tobacco or dairy products. Should the individual farmer vote for
 price supports? He can look at this simply in terms of, let us say,
 the prospect of a higher price per bushel of wheat. But at the very
 same time he does that, he is actually voting to reduce his produc-
 tion. If he multiplies the profit per bushel of wheat by the fewer
 bushels, he may not have as good a net income as before. Then a
 farmer needs to think about what he'll do with the land that he is

 not using for wheat, and then he needs to think in the same terms
 about other crops and agriculture as a whole. Then the question
 that comes up is, how about the consumers? Where do they come in?
 The cost of living will, of course, be higher for the consumer. How
 does that affect the farmer? I expect that the more understanding
 there is of these general relationships, the more broadly the farmers
 will think about subsidies and the less they will vote from a narrow,
 limited point of view.

 The American Economic Association: what it does;
 the practical aspects of the Association's activities*

 Q Dr. Black, as the current head of the American Economic Asso-
 ciation, would you tell us just what the Association does? What
 are the practical aspects of the Association's activities?
 A It brings members together at its meetings - teachers, researchers
 and practicing economists. It brings them together so that they
 can discuss problems of the sort that we have been talking about.
 It publishes a journal where the results of the thinking and research
 of all the economists in the country have a chance to appear. The
 ideas that are exchanged are passed on to the classrooms, to indus-
 try, business and the government bureaus where these men regu-
 larly work. If the economists of the country come to the annual
 meetings and hear the leading thinkers among them discuss these

 (continued on page -3b)
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 (continued from page 33 J

 problems, they will go back to their jobs with a much better grasp
 and vision of what all this means and of how economics can con-

 tribute to making this a better nation and society in which to live.

 Q Particularly during the past few years, newspapers and maga-
 zines have given a great deal of space to the accomplishments of
 the physical scientists. Economists seem not to have received such
 a good press. What is the reason for this?

 A I think the reason that economists have not received as good a
 press as the other scientists is probably because the achievements
 of economics are more difficult to see. If a scholar in the field of

 medical science finds a cure for a disease, everybody recognizes it,
 and is for it - unless it is some special controversial case like the
 use of fluorine to prevent tooth decay! When the economist goes to
 work on a problem, he may very well come out with some answers
 that are not acceptable to a lot of people. And there is no cut-and-
 dried method of proving who is right and who is wrong - at least
 not for a long time. An economist may decide, after having studied
 what happened in this country during the 1920s, that the depression
 would have been much less severe if prices had been allowed to
 decline, or if profits had been lowered, or if wages had been raised.
 Now, any economist who came out and took a position on any one
 of these subjects one way or another could win the ill will of a
 great many people.

 O Doesn't the economist have a special constituency which will
 uphold his position and his rights?
 A To get a special constituency is also very difficult for an econo-
 mist. I'll give you an example. Dr. James B. Conant, when he was
 president of Harvard, was very much impressed with our School
 of Business and the excellent support it had from the business
 world. He felt that our Department of Economics in the Arts
 College had been nowhere as successful in winning the good will
 of businessmen, and he wondered why this was. The answer, I
 think, was that over at the Business School they were using eco-
 nomics to help businessmen prosper - and, I should add, for the most
 part to prosper in ways that are good for the economy as a whole.
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 The point is that that was their avowed purpose. They set out to do
 it, and they did it, and they won the good will of the business world.
 Now, the economists in the arts colleges do not ordinarily set out to
 serve, help and improve the position of a particular group. Thinking
 about the economy in general terms, they find themselves with little
 support from any special quarter.

 "I think that a severe depression like the one in the thirties
 is very unlikely to ever happen again in this country."

 Q I suppose one difficulty is that the economist operates in an
 area where the truth cannot be proved immediately.
 A That's right. Take this example. Even though we are by no
 means on top of the problem of business cycles, nevertheless, I feel
 that we are a lot nearer to understanding these problems than we
 were. And I think that a severe depression like the one in the
 thirties is very unlikely to ever happen again in this country. We
 have learned enough about it to escape at least its most serious
 stresses. But how are we going to "prove" that economists have
 really played a strong part in this? And who is going to give econo-
 mists credit for it?

 Q Nevertheless, wouldn't you say that economists are held in
 higher regard today than in the days when Thomas Carlyle made
 his observation?

 A Undoubtedly. You started out by saying something about eco-
 nomics being the dismal science. It got that reputation in the days
 when there didn't seem to be much hope that "scientific" economics
 could contribute to the making of a better life for us all. The world
 itself was a dismal place for most people. Well, economists have
 proved that it is possible to apply economics in such a way as to
 raise our levels of living and make the world a better place in which
 to live. Few governments and few businesses attempt to function
 without considerable economic analysis. The prospect is not so
 dismal any more, and economics is not as dismal a science as it
 once seemed.

 Thank you, Dr. Black.
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